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ABSTRACT
On the LHS line (Broad-gauge Metallurgical Line), far out West of the railway line
with a gauge of 1520 mm, heavy goods trains for a gross weight 5500 tons and a
length of 850 m are operated. The article presents the results of a simulation study of
the forces that occur in the automatic coupling device of SA-3 type of Russian production train consisting of 60 coal wagons of Russian construction of gross mass 91 tons
each. The train moves on the 1520 mm gauge tracks curve S type (the radius of curvature of curves 300 m). Simulation studies were conducted using the Train Module of
program to dynamic study multi-elements systems of Universal Mechanism UM 6.0.
Keywords: heavy freight trains, the longitudinal forces in the coupling device, Nadal
criterion, modeling, simulation, the theory of Kalker’s contact.

INTRODUCTION
The introduction of freight train operations
with increased gross weight and increased length
is one of the ways to improve railways capacity ,
especially one-track railways. Permissible length
of freight trains shall not exceed the length of the
usable main track and at least one master track
additional on railway stations. In practice, the
length of freight trains in Poland does not exceed
600 m, a weight of 3200 tons gross and depends
on factors such as a profile of the railway line,
power traction vehicle (or total power of all traction vehicles), the length of station track on intermediate stations [11,14].
On separated railways, both in Europe and
on other continents, freight trains of mass gross
much excess of 3200 tones are exploited. In Russia and China the weight of heavy freight trains
reaches 9000 and even 12 000 tones. In the USA,
Canada trains weighing 15 000 gross tons operate.
In Europe heavy freight trains with a gross weight
exceeding 3200 tons are exploited among others
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on Betuwe line of a length of 160 km, which leads
from the port of Rotterdam to the German border.
The line is double track and electrified at 25 kV.
Maximum gross weight for trains on the Betuwe
line is 5000 tons.
From the moment of the entry into operation of the upgraded by Newag diesel locomotives of 311Da (modernized locomotive ST44)
the company PKP LHS tried to conduct on the
broad-gauge railway line no 65 (Polish/Ukrainian
border – South Sławków station) heavy trains of
mass gross 5500 tons and a length of 850 m. Train
of the mass is drawn by two diesel locomotives
311Da.

SIMULATION MODEL
The experience of the countries in which
heavy trains operate show that transitional processes have particular importance in the process
of operation of such trains: acceleration and braking. Studies have shown that at that time signifi-
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cantly increased thrust forces in coupling devices.
Their amplitude is increased to a value that may
result in rupture of the coupling [1, 4, 10, 12].
In the volume of cargo carried out by LHS line
the largest share has iron ore which is imported
from Ukraine to Dąbrowa Górnicza (Steelworks
Katowice). LHS line is non-electrified monorail
broad-gauge line (1520 mm), which allows the
transport of cargo from Ukraine without reloading of the goods at the border from broad-gauge
cars to normal cars.
Ore Transport takes place in coal wagons of
Russian construction (Figure 1) equipped with
double-axle bogies type 18-100. Mass of unloaded wagons is 22 000 kg, capacity 69 000 kg [3].
Simulation studies were conducted using the
Train and Train3D modules as part of a program
to simulate multi-elements systems called Universal Mechanism v. 6.0 [13].
Universal Mechanism is the program oriented
to practical engineers, students and teachers, in
other words it is oriented to all people who are involved in problems of dynamics of machines and
mechanisms. Mechanical systems are described
by means of representing them as systems of rigid bodies connected by various kinematical pairs
and force elements, so-called multibody systems.
UM has advanced postprocessor, which includes: linear analysis, statistics, multivariant calculation and optimization and export of results.
UM is a useful tool for the computer-aided modeling of multibody and hybrid systems of various

types: complex aerospace structures, robots, railway vehicles, automobiles, cable systems, etc. It
gives an opportunity to solve both direct and inverse kinematic, dynamic, and control problems.
The program package includes module UM
Loco, which is intended for simulation of dynamics of railway vehicles of different types (diesel
and electric locomotives, passenger and freight
wagons) in both straight and curve railroad tracks.
The simulation is performed in time domain by
means of numeric integration of differential or
differential-algebraic equations of motion. UM
Loco allows the user to create fully parameterized models of vehicles.
Model of train created with 60 coal wagons of
gross weight 91 tones each was tested (Figure 2).
Wagons are connected by automatic couplers
type SA-3 embedded in dampers Sh-2-T type of
non-continuous draw gear (Figure 3).
This is a common construction used in freight
wagons used by the railways of the Russian,
Ukrainian, Belarusian, Kazakhstan. Automatic
coupler SA-3 takes on longitudinal forces extending during the drive of train, and compressive
forces occurring during braking.
The schema of coupling device with damper
was modeled as part of the elastic-frictional element placed in rigid frame-stepping of wagon according to schema: (spring + frictional element) +
spring (Figure 4).
The research was conducted for the rail vehicle-track with the rails type R65 presenting a

Fig. 1. Model of coal wagon type 12-757 of the Russian production with bogies 18-100
made in Universal Mechanism loco program
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Fig. 2. Model of freight train made in UM program.

Fig. 3. Automatic coupler SA-3 along with frictional
damper Sh-2-T [13]

Fig. 4. Rheological model of SA-3 coupler C1, C2 the stiffness of the springs

basic type of rails on the LHS line (the standard
type of rails on busy rail lines in Russia, and in
the former Soviet republics) and the wheels of
PU1Sz-950 profile and the diameter of the new
wheel 950mm.
The composition is driven by two diesel locomotives type 311Da (PKP ST40) operated from
the driver’s cab of the first locomotive. The locomotive ST40 is a heavy traction vehicle based on
two three-axle trucks in a Co - Co system, develops the power of 2133 kW (2900 KM) with total
weight of 126,9 tons [6]. The driving force, followed by six traction motors type ED 118A GE,
was asked in the form of the traction characteristics of the locomotive (Figure 5).
The train was moving on the track curve S.
On the Figure 6 described the components of a

geometric system of the track and line profile is
shown in Figure 7.
In addition, it is assumed that on the straight
sections rails have not used profile, while in the
curves and spirals external rail course has worn
profile unilaterally on the inner side of the ongoing rail friction wheel flanges on rolling stock
(Figure 8).
The model includes a basic resistance and resistance to motion in the curvature of the track.
Due to the fact that in the test train composed of
Russian construction wagons and moves along a
wide track (1520 mm) to describe the resistance
forces train traffic is based on fundamental patterns used on Russian railways [9].
The essential resistance to movement of diesel locomotives and electric [9]:
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Fig. 5. Sample traction characteristics of electric locomotive

Fig. 6. Macro-geometry of railway line: L0, L –
straight segment, P11, P12, P21, P22 – temporary
curves, S1 – an arc of radius R1, H1 – superelevation
of track, dy – widening of the track in the arc

Fig 7. Profile line specified in UM program

Fig. 8. Profile rail head type R65: a) new rail, b) splint worn unilaterally (external line of the arch rail road)
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(1)
The essential movement resistance four-axles wagons [9]:
(2)
where:
WoL – the essential resistance to movement of the locomotives in [N],
QL – the mass of the locomotive in [t],
QW – the weight of load wagon in [t],
v – the speed of train in [m/s].
The additional traffic resistance – resistance
to motion in the curvature of the track [9]:
(3)
where:
WŁ – resistance to motion in [N],
R – the radius of the arc in [m],
Sk – the length of the curvature of the track in [m],
L – the length of train in [m],
a – the empirical factor
The relationship of forces in the wheel/rail
contact from micro-skids is evaluated by using a simplified non-linear contact Kalker’s
theory [5].
The UM Program allows to insert to a simplified model of train wagon made in 3D technology anywhere in the train set (Figure 9). Inserting
3D wagon allow sets of forces that occur in the
wheel/rail contact point and the designation of
the value of the coefficient of Y/Q – criteria for
safety against derailment based on designation
of the transverse forces Y to the vertical Q at the
point of wheel/rail contact.

RESULTS OF SIMULATION STUDIES
The train was moving at a speed of v = 10 m/
sec. At the start of simulation the face on the first
locomotive was at the beginning of the straight
section of the track (the beginning of the line L0
in Figure 6). Simulation time has been chosen in
such a way that the whole composition has travelled by the curved section of the track.
Braking process begins in the 5th second of
simulation. The train moves in braking mode. Let
us assume that the speed of propagation of air in
the brake line (the so-called wave speed braking)
is 250 m/s. As a result the start or end of the braking process is not simultaneous in all wagons.
Figure 10 shows a graph of longitudinal forces
in the coupling in the middle wagon. significant
compression force jumping to a value of 500 kN
are visible.
In the last wagon of train there are also momentary compressive forces of considerable values up to 500 kN (Figure 11). As a result, the operation of such large compressive forces can lead
to derailment of wagons.

Fig. 9. View of portion of the model train with inserted wagon model 3D to determine the forces
in the wheel/rail contact
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Fig. 10. The longitudinal force in compression coupling SA-3 in wagon No 33 (middle wagon)

Fig. 11. A longitudinal forces in the coupling in the last wagon

CONCLUSIONS
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